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We present a polynomial-time algorithm to learn an intersection of a
constant number of halfspaces in n dimensions, over the uniform dis-
tribution on an n-dimensional ball. The algorithm we present in fact can
learn an intersection of an arbitrary (polynomial) number of halfspaces
over this distribution, if the subspace spanned by the normal vectors to
the bounding hyperplanes has constant dimension. This generalizes
previous results for this distribution, in particular a result of Baum who
showed how to learn an intersection of two halfspaces defined by
hyperplanes that pass through the origin. (His results also held for a
variety of symmetric distributions.) Our algorithm uses estimates of
second moments to find vectors in a low-dimensional ‘‘relevant sub-
space.’’ We believe that the algorithmic techniques studied here may be
useful in other geometric learning applications. Our algorithm succeeds
even in the presence of random noise, since the only use we make of
the examples is to calculate the expectation of certain simple quantities.
] 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Algorithms such as backpropagation have achieved wide
success in training artificial neural networks to perform
a variety of interesting tasks. However, a mathematical
understanding of the conditions under which one can
produce good results efficiently remains elusive. This is
especially true in the difficult case of high-dimensional input
spaces. The purpose of this work is to increase such under-
standing. We consider here the classification setting (the
goal of learning is to distinguish positive and negative
examples of something) and we suppose that examples are
classified according to some unknown function that can be
described by a very simple type of 2-layer n-input neural
network. What we show is that if the examples are
distributed uniformly in the n-dimensional ball, then statisti-
cal techniques of a ‘‘principal-component analysis’’ flavor can
be guaranteed to provide useful information which we then
use in a polynomial-time learning algorithm.
More specifically, we consider the problem of learning a
target function over an n-dimensional space where the set of
positive examples can be described as an intersection of a
small (constant) number of halfspaces. This sort of function
corresponds to what can be represented by an 2-layer neural
network with n inputs, a small number of linear-threshold
hidden units, and a single output unit that computes the
AND function. We show that if examples are distributed
uniformly in an n-dimensional ball and classified by such a
function, then one can use second moments to find what we
call a ‘‘nearly-relevant’’ vector. This is a vector that is near
to linear combination of the weight vectors of the target
function’s hidden units. Or, in other words, it is approxi-
mately in the span of the normal vectors to the hyperplanes
that bound the positive region. We then use the ability to
find nearly-relevant vectors in a polynomial-time algorithm
that learns in a ‘‘Probably-approximately-correct predic-
tion’’ sense (this will be formally defined later but the
essence is the algorithm must achieve an arbitrarily low
error rate in prediction although it need not find the
halfspace equations), when the number of halfspaces is a
constant and the distribution is as described above. Our
algorithm in fact extends to learn an intersection of an
arbitrary (polynomial) number of halfspaces, so long as the
dimension of the ‘‘relevant space’’the space spanned by
the normal vectors to the hyperplanes bounding the positive
regionis constant. Unfortunately, the dependence of our
algorithm on that constant is doubly exponential. However,
we conjecture that a simpler algorithm, with a much better
running time, should succeed as well. Last, although our
proofs only hold for the specific distribution on examples
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mentioned, we believe that these results give insight into
using such statistical techniques more generally for
‘‘reasonably nice’’ distributions of examples.
1.1 Previous Theoretical Work
Most theoretical results known on learning when the
target function can be represented by an intersection of
halfspaces have been negative. For example, in Valiant’s dis-
tribution-free learning model [12, 7], even an intersection
of two halfspaces cannot be learned in polynomial time in
the worst case unless RP=NP [4, 10]. These results are
‘‘representation dependent’’ in that they assume the learner’s
hypotheses are also intersections of two halfspaces. In the
representation-independent ‘‘prediction’’ model (the lear-
ner’s hypothesis may be any polynomial-time prediction
algorithm) some intuitive arguments for the difficulty of
learning these functions are given by Baum [2]. Long and
Warmuth [8] have given negative results for learning the
class of convex polytopes given by their vertices in the
‘‘prediction’’ model as well.
One main reason for the negativity of the above theore-
tical results is the condition in the model that success in
learning must hold for every distribtion on examples. When
one relaxes this condition, the theoretical results become
less pessimistic. In particular, Baum [1] showed that an
intersection of two homogenous halfspaces (the hyper-
planes that define them must pass through the origin) is
learnable over any distribution D on examples that is sym-
metric in the sense that D(x)=D(&x) for all x.
1.2. Our Results
We consider here the uniform distribution on the n-
dimensional unit ball Bn . This is a quite natural specific
distribution for this problem. What we present is an algo-
rithm that can learn any intersection of a constant number
of halfspaces over this distribution. We do not require that
the hyperplanes bounding the positive region pass through
the origin. Our results also hold in the presence of random
classification noise.
Our approach is based upon the following high-level idea.
Suppose the halfspaces are w1 } xa1 , w2 } xa2 , ..., wk }
xak (x and wi are vectors, ‘‘}’’ means dot-product, and the
ai are scalars). Then, even though examples x are points in
n-dimensional space, All that really matters for their
classification are their projections onto the (k)-dimen-
sional subspace spanned by the vectors w1 , ..., wk . This is
because the value of wi } x is entirely determined by that pro-
jection. Let V=span(w1 , ..., wk). If we could somehow find
V, say by finding a set of basis vectors not necessarily the
wi’s, we could project all our examples onto this space and
reduce the dimensionality of the learning problem to a con-
stant. We then could learn halfspaces in the constant-dimen-
sional space by standard methods. So, the idea is to ‘‘focus
attention’’ on the low-dimensional relevant subspace hidden
in the high-dimensional input space. As this high-level intui-
tion suggests, our techniques will in fact learn in polynomial
time an intersection of an arbitrary (polynomial) number of
halfspaces, so long as the dimension of the ‘‘relevant space’’
V is constant.
To illustrate how we might hope to find a ‘‘relevant direc-
tion’’ (a unit length vector in V) consider the average posi-
tion (center of gravity) of the positive examples +pos=
E[x : x is positive]. The vector +pos can be found to
1poly(n) accuracy by simply taking the average of a large
enough sample. Now, suppose v is a unit vector orthogonal
to space V. Then, +pos } v=0 because the positive region is
symmetric about reflection through the normal hyperplane
to v. That is, for any positive example x=x$+xv , where xv
is the component of x along direction v, the example x$&xv
is also positive. So, if +pos is noticeably far from the origin,
then a (good approximation to) +pos is a (good approxima-
tion to) a nonzero vector in V.
While the average +pos is convenient and easy to examine,
unfortunately it might be zero. Because of this, our main
object of study will in fact be the second moment. Given a
vector v of length 1 and a set of points S, consider
Ex # S[(v } x)2]. This is the average squared distance of
points x from the hyperplane v } x=0. Given a set S, the
direction v that minimizes Ex # S[(v } x)2] can be found in
time polynomial in |S| by a standard method of eigenvalue
analysis (described in Section 3.1). This is superficially like,
but different than, the problem of finding a hyperplane of
least squared error. What we show (Section 3.2) is that if
+pos is sufficiently close to zero, then the direction v that
minimizes Ex # pos[(v } x)2] (i.e., E[(v } x)2] is taken over the
uniform distribution on positive examples x) is guaranteed
to be a vector in V; moreover, if a few technical conditions
are satisfied, then significant deviation from being in V
noticeably increases the second moment. This argument
turns out to be quite a bit more difficult than the argument
given above for the simple average of the positive points. We
believe that this idea of examining directions of minimum
second moment should be useful more generally in other
learning situations. In fact, our use of minimizing second
moments is similar to the statistical technique of ‘‘principal
component analysis’’ [11]. In that approach, one looks at
directions that maximize variance over unlabeled examples
in order to gain information about their distribution. In the
distribution we consider, all directions have the same
variance over the unlabeled examples, but by examining the
second moments of the positive (or negative) examples
separately, we are able to gain information about the func-
tion being learned.
The above two paragraphs describe the basic idea for
how we find one (approximation to) a relevant direction.
More generally, suppose that all of the constraints wi } xai
are essential in the sense that dropping any one would
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strictly enlarge the positive region. In this case we conjec-
ture, but cannot prove, that the vectors v1 , ..., vk , where
v1=+pos , and for i>1, vi is the unit vector among those
orthogonal to v1 , ..., vi&1 that minimizes Ex # pos[(vi } x)2],
will span the relevant space. If this is true, and if a technical
strengthening of this conjecture that accounts for errors in
estimation holds as well,1 then this would yield a simple
learning algorithm. Namely, find the vectors v1 , ..., vk , pro-
ject examples onto the space spanned by those vectors, and
then perform the learning in that low-dimensional space.
What we can prove, however, is that the following more
complicated and less efficient strategy will succeed. After
finding the first relevant direction, our algorithm then con-
tinues by looking at ‘‘slices’’ perpendicular to that direction,
and employing a recursive approach. The idea here is that
sufficiently thin slices can roughly be treated as (n&1)-
dimensional balls, with a (k&1)-dimensional relevant
subspace. In part due to the errors introduced in this
approximation, the end hypothesis produced by our algo-
rithm will not be an intersection of halfspaces, but rather a
polynomial-time prediction algorithm representing a union
of hypotheses for each slice. The running time and number
of examples needed by our procedure are doubly exponen-
tial in k.
A fairly cleanly stated theorem regarding the direction of
minimum second moment that applies to more general con-
vex sets and might be useful in other learning applications
is given as Theorem 4 in Section 3.2.
2. NOTATION, DEFINITIONS, AND PRELIMINARIES
For our purposes, an example is a point in Rn. A concept
P is a subset of Rn, and an example x is a positive example
of P if x # P and is a negative example of P otherwise (we use
‘‘P’’ to emphasize that the concept is the set of positive
examples). A labeled example is an example, together with
its label (positive or negative). Our goal is to learn an
unknown target concept from labeled examples.
In this paper, we assume that the target concept is an
intersection of l halfspaces in n-dimensional space, where
the normal vectors to the hyperplanes that bound the
positive region span a space of a constant dimension k. Let
Bn be the n-dimensional ball of radius 1, and let #n denote
the volume of Bn . We assume that the examples are
drawn from the uniform distribution over Bn . Thus, we can
define the positive region P to be the intersection of the l
halfspaces and Bn . The error of a hypothesis H with respect
to the target concept P, for this distribution, is just
vol((H 2P) & Bn)vol(Bn), where vol(R) denotes the
volume of region R. As is standard in computational learn-
ing theory, our algorithm is given an error parameter = and
a confidence parameter $, and the goal of the algorithm is to
produce with probability at least 1&$ a hypothesis with
error at most =. We require the hypothesis to be polynomial-
time computable (given a point x one can determine
whether x is a positive or negative example of the hypothesis
in polynomial time) but do not require it to be represented
as an intersection of halfspaces.
If c is a scalar, then cBn is the n-dimensional ball of radius
c. It is not hard to see that cBn has volume cn#n . If R is some
region and A is a (real or vector) function of points x, we
write Ex # R[A] to denote the expectation of A given that x
is chosen uniformly from region R. We will sometimes
abbreviate this to ER[A]. If S is a sample of points, then
ES[A] is the average of A over sample S.
We treat examples both as points and as vectors, and use
&x& to denote the length of x, which is its (L2) distance to the
origin (its length as a vector). A direction is a vector of
length 1. A point x is {-central to a region R if a ball of
radius { about x is contained in R. The mean or center
of gravity of a region R is Ex # R[x].
Suppose R=[x # Bn : wi } xai , for i=1, 2, ..., l] and
none of the constraints wi } xai are redundant (i.e., drop-
ping any constraint strictly enlarges R). Then, the relevant
subspace of R, denoted Vrel(R), is the span of w1 , ..., wl . The
irrelevant subspace of R, denoted Virrel(R), is the orthogonal
complement of Vrel(R). I.e., Virrel(R) is the collection of all
vectors orthogonal to Vrel(R). Vectors in Vrel(R) are called
relevant vectors and vectors in Virrel(R) are called irrelevant
vectors. (Some relevant vectors might not be very
noticeably relevant; for instance, if one of the constraints is
almost redundant.) More generally, if R is some arbitrary
region in Bn , we say that a vector v is irrelevant to R if for
all pairs of points x, x$ # Bn , where x$=x+cv for some
scalar c, either both x and x$ are in R or both are not. Then,
Virrel(R) is the span of all irrelevant vectors v for R; again,
Vrel(R) is the orthogonal complement of Virrel(R). It is not
too hard to see that this definition implies that every vector
in Virrel(R) is irrelevant and that this definition is consistent
with the previous one. Notice that nonirrelevant vectors
are not necessarily in Vrel . For example, if R=[x: x10,
x20] then any vector with zero first and second com-
ponents is irrelevant, and Vrel(R) is the span of the coor-
dinate vectors x^1 and x^2 . The vector (1, 1, 1, 0, ..., 0) is not
irrelevant but, also, is not in Vrel(R).
If W is a subspace of Rn and x # Rn, let proj(x, W)
be the projection of x onto W. Given a set R, we call
proj(x, Vrel(R)) the ‘‘relevant component’’ of x and
proj(x, Virrel(R)) the ‘‘irrelevant component’’ of x. Also,
we denote the dimension of a space W by dim(W). So,
dim(Vrel(p))=k. Finally, if R is a convex region containing
the origin, a ‘‘cone’’ in R is the convex hull of the origin and
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some patch of the surface of R. An infinitesimally small cone
is the convex hull of the origin and some infinitesimal patch
R of the surface of R.
We will make frequent use of the following probabilistic
inequalities (Chernoff and Hoeffding bounds). Let X1 , ..., Xm
be a sequence of m independent [0, 1] random variables
with E[Xi]= p, and let S be their sum. Then, for 0&1,
the following inequalities hold:
v Pr[S>(1+&) pm]e&v2pm3,
v Pr[S<(1&&) pm]e&&2pm2, and
v Pr[ |Sm& p|>&]2e&2m&2.
The last inequality holds even if the random variables Xi are
identically distributed in [0, 1].
2.1. Some Intuition
Suppose the positive region is defined by the constraints
&1x1+x21, &1x1&x21, and points are selected
in the three-dimensional ball (see Fig. 1). In this example,
Vrel is the space spanned by x1 and x2 and Virrel is the space
spanned by x3 (of course, in general the relevant and irrele-
vant spaces will not be defined by coordinate vectors). The
center of gravity of P is 0 and so does not help much in
determining the relevant space. But, it is intuitively clear
that the direction along which the variance of points in P is
minimized lies in the (x1 , x2) plane, because the boundary
planes constrain motion in the (x1 , x2) plane but do not
constrain motion in the x3 direction. Another way to see this
is to notice that the points ‘‘cut off ’’ by each of the con-
straints are on average farther from the origin than random
points in B3 are, but they are nearer to the origin than
random points in B3 if one considers only distance in the
x3 direction. This holds even when one considers squared
FIG. 1. A 3-dimensional example projected onto the 2-dimensional
relevant space.
distance. Moreover, because variance is a well-behaved
function, no direction with a large x3 component will have
the property that it nearly minimizes variance.
3. FINDING ONE NEARLY RELEVANT VECTOR
We may assume that (=2)#nvol(P)(1&=2)#n
since otherwise, by sampling we can notice that ‘‘all
positive’’ or ‘‘all negative’’ are sufficiently close hypotheses.
We show here how given 0<:<1, with probability at least
1&$ we can find a direction (unit vector) v such that
&proj(v, Virrel(P))&<:, in time poly(n, 1:, 1=, log(1$)).
The algorithm itself is fairly simple, although the analysis
takes a bit of work.
The algorithm is this. We first select a large sample S of
positive examples and find the mean +S of S. If &+S&
=(16 - n (n+1)) we return +S&+S& as our output.
Otherwise, we draw a large sample S$ of positive examples
and compute the direction v that minimizes x # S$ (v } x)
2.
This computation can be done by finding the eigenvector
of least eigenvalue for a matrix defined by the points in S$,
as described in Section 3.1 below. We then return this
vector v as our output. We prove that if S has size
O((n4=2:2) log(n$)) and S$ has size O((n7=6:4) log(n$)),
then the unit vector produced will have with high prob-
ability a sufficiently small component in the irrelevant space
as desired.
The first (easier) part of the argument concerns the good-
ness of +S . Let +pos denote the mean of P. Since the ball Bn
is a bounded region. Hoeffding bounds imply that +S and
+pos will likely be close in each coordinate direction, and
therefore will be close overall, if S is sufficiently large.
Specifically, if we select S of size O((n4=2:2) log(n$)), then
we have that with probability 1&$2 the observed mean
+S is within =:(16 - n (n+1)) of +pos . We assume in the
following that this holds.
As discussed in the introduction, +pos lies in Vrel(P). So, if
&+S& is at least =(16 - n (n+1)), the vector +S &+S& is a
unit vector with at most an : component in the Virrel(P)
space as desired and we are done. On the other hand, sup-
pose &+S&=(16 - n (n+1)). In this case, as described
above, we draw a sample S$ of positive examples and com-
pute the unit vector v that minimizes x # S$ (v } x)
2. We will
show that the vector found has the desired properties
through a corollary to a main theorem we prove in Section
3.2 and a technical lemma. We present and use the lemma
and corollary here leaving their proofs to Section 3.2 and
the Appendix.
The technical lemma simply states that a large convex
body inside the unit ball cannot have a center of gravity that
is very close to its boundary.
Lemma 1. If RBn is convex and has volume r#n , then
the mean +R of R is r(2 - n (n+1))-central to R.
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Proof. See Appendix. K
The corollary states that if v is the unit vector along which
the second moment of points in R is minimized, w is another
unit vector with a 1poly component in an irrelevant direc-
tion, and a few technical conditions hold (the origin is suf-
ficiently central to R and the volume of R is not too close
to 0 or to #n) then the second moment along w will be
noticeably larger than the second moment along v.
Corollary 2 (Corollary to Theorem 4 of Section 3.2).
Let RBn be a convex set with volume r#n , and suppose the
origin is {-central in R. Let v be the unit vector such that
ER[(v } x)2] is minimized, and let w be any other unit vector
with t=&proj(w, Virrel(R))&. Then:
1. v # Vrel(R).
2. ER[(w } x)2]ER[(v } x)2]+t2n2(k(n+2)),
where k=dim(Vrel(R)); 2=r{(8n2) if r 12 , and 2=
((1&r)2r)({8n2) if r> 12.
Proof of Corollary 2. See Section 3.2. K
Now, since &+S&=(16 - n (n+1)) and +S is within
=:(16 - n (n + 1)) of +pos , we have that &+pos& 
=(8 - n (n + 1)). By Lemma 1 and our conditions on
vol(P), this means that the origin is {-central in P for {
(=2)(2 - n(n+1))&=(8 - n(n+1))==(8 - n(n+1)). So,
Corollary 2 implies that if &proj(w, Virrel(R))&: then
EP[(w } x)2]EP[(v } x)2]
+_ :
2n
k(n+2)&\\
=
2+
2 =
8 - n (n+1)+\
1
8n2+
=EP[(v } x)2]+ f,
for f =:2=3(256kn32(n+1)(n+2)).
We now choose S$ sufficiently large so that with prob-
ability 1&$2, every unit vector w has the observed
ES$ [(w } x)2] within f3 of the true EP[(w } x)2]. Note that
since E[(w } x)2]=E[i, j wi wjxi xj]=i, j wiwjE[xixj], it
is enough to have each observed E[xixj] close to its
true value, where xi and xj are the components of x in
the i th and j th coordinates. Therefore, by Hoeffding
bounds, this will hold with high probability if S$ has size
O((n7=6:4) log(n2$)).
So, if v is the vector that minimizes EP[(v } x)2] and w is
a vector with &proj(w, Virrel(R))&:, then
ES$ [(w } x)2]EP[(w } x)2]& f3
EP[(v } x)2]+2 f3
ES$ [(v } x)2]+ f3.
Thus, no such direction will be found by minimizing the
observed second moment, which is what we wanted. So, we
have:
Theorem 3. There is an algorithm that, given 0<
$, =, :<1, in time poly(n, 1:, 1=, log(1$)) finds a direction
v such that if (=2)#nvol(P)((1&=)2)#n , then with
probability 1&$, &proj(v, Virrel(P))&<:.
3.1. How to Minimize Second Moment
Given a finite set of points S, we want to find a nonzero
vector v that minimizes
:
x # S
(v } x)2
&v&2
.
A standard method for doing this is as follows [11]. Let A
be a matrix with the points in S as row vectors, and let
B=ATA. So, equivalently, we want the column vector v
such that vTBv(vTv) is minimized. This is just the eigen-
vector of B having the least eigenvalue, for the following
reason.
By definition, B is a symmetric matrix, and so it is a
standard linear-algebra fact that B has an orthonormal
basis of eigenvectors. Also, by definition of B, all the eigen-
values of B are real and nonnegative. Say v1 , ..., vn form an
orthonormal basis of eigenvectors for B and that Bvi=*ivi .
So, for any column vector v, we can write v=i civi for
some scalars ci . Thus,
vTBv
vTv
=
(i civ
T
i )(i ci*i vi)
i c
2
i
=
i *ic
2
i
i c
2
i
.
This is clearly minimized when ci=1 for *i having the least
eigenvalue and ci $=0 for i ${i.
Thus, all we must do is find the eigenvector of least eigen-
value for an n by n matrix, and this can be done to as many
bits of precision as desired in polynomial time by standard
techniques.
3.2. Why the Direction Minimizing Second Moment
is Useful
In this section we show why the direction along which the
second moment is minimized lies in the relevant space. The
high level idea is that the planes ‘‘constrict’’ the positive
region in relevant directions but not in irrelevant ones. The
theorems we show, at least in rough form, are fairly intuitive
for low-dimensional spaces, but seem to require quite a bit
of work to prove in n dimensions.
In the following theorems and lemmas, RBn is a convex
region which one can think of as the positive region P.
Given an example x, we define rel(x)=proj(x, Vrel(R)) and
irrel(x)=proj(x, Virrel(R)). We begin by stating our main
theorem.
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Theorem 4. Let RBn be a convex set and suppose that
the origin is {-central in R. Let v be the unit vector in Vrel such
that ER[(v } x)2] is minimized. Then, for any unit vector
w # Virrel(R), we have
ER[(w } x)2]ER[(v } x)2]+
n2
k(n+2)
,
where 2 is as defined in Corollary 2 (that is, 2=r{(8n2)
if r  12 , and 2 = ((1 & r)
2r)({8n2) if r > 12) and k =
dim(Vrel(R)).
We prove this theorem through a sequence of lemmas, the
main one being Lemma 7. We first prove Corollary 2, given
the theorem, then we state and prove the lemmas, and then
we finally prove the theorem.
Proof of Corollary 2. Let v be the direction in Vrel(R)
such that ER[(v } x)2] is minimized (over directions in
Vrel(R)). We need only prove claim (2) for this v as claim (1)
follows. For direction w, let w=w$+w", where w$ # Vrel(R)
and w" # Virrel(R). So, ER[(w } x)2] = ER[(w$ } x +
w" } x)2] = ER[(w$ } x)2] + ER[(w" } x)2] + 2ER[(w$ } x)
(w" } x)]. The crossterm above equals zero because by
definition of Virrel(R), for each value of c we have
Ex # R, w$ } x=c[w" } x]=0. So, by Theorem 4 (and recalling
that &w"&2=t2 and &w$&2=1&t2) we have
ER[(w } x)2](1&t2) ER[(v } x)2]
+t2 _ER[(v } x)2]+ n2k(n+2)&
ER[(v } x)2]+
t2n2
k(n+2)
. K
Lemma 5. EBn[&x&
2]=n(n+2). Note, by symmetry,
this implies that for any v of length 1, Ex # Bn[(v } x)
2]=
1(n+2).
Proof. Straightforward calculation. EBn[&x&
2]=(1#n)
r=1r=0 r
2(#nnrn&1) dr=n(n+2). K
Lemma 6. If R is a convex region in Bn that contains the
origin, then
Ex # R[&irrel(x)&2]Ex # Bn[&irrel(x)&
2].
Proof. For a point y # Bn & Vrel(R), let rel&1( y) be
the collection of all points x # Bn such that rel(x)= y.
That is, rel&1( y) is a ‘‘fiber’’ of all points with y as their
component in space Vrel(R). Notice that for any y,
Ex # rel&1( y)[&irrel(x)&2] is just a function of the distance of y
from the origin, and, moreover, the expectation decreases
with increasing &y&. In fact, when &y&=1, the quantity is
zero.
Now, let dC be a cone in Bn & Vrel(R) of infinitesimal
solid angle d% and let dC be the set rel&1(dC) (extending
rel&1 in the obvious way to sets). By symmetry,
EdC [&irrel(x)&2]=EBn[&irrel(x)&
2]; this is because cone
dC has the same proportion of points at each distance from
the origin as does the entire set Bn & Vrel(R).
Because R is convex and contains the origin, dC & R is
simply cone dC with all points greater than some dis-
tance from the origin removed. So, by our observation
above, Erel&1(dC& R)[&irrel(x)&2]Erel&1(dC)[&irrel(x)&2]. By
definition of Vrel(R), we know rel&1(dC & R)=dC & R, so
E(dC & R)[&irrel(x)&2]EdC [&irrel(x)&2]. Since cone dC
was arbirary, this holds for all such infinitesimal cones and
we can integrate the expectation over them to get
ER[&irrel(x)&2]EBn[&irrel(x)&
2]. K
The next (and main) lemma shows that as long as the
positive and negative regions both have reasonable volume
and the positive region contains a small ball about the
origin, the average squared length of a positive example is
less by some noticeable amount than the average squared
length of a point in Bn (and therefore is less by some
noticeable amount that the average squared length of a
negative example).
Lemma 7. Let RBn be a convex set and suppose that
the origin is {-central in R. Let r=vol(R)vol(Bn). Then,
ER[&x&2]EBn[&x&
2](1&2),
where 2=r{(8n2) if r 12 , and 2=((1&r)
2r)({8n2) if
r> 12.
Proof of Lemma 7. The basic idea of the proof is as
follows. Imagine breaking up Bn into a union of
infinitesimally small cones. Each cone has the same value of
E[&x&2]. For a cone dC, say that the length of the intersec-
tion dC & R is the maximum &x& over x # dC & R. What we
show is that a noticeable volume of R is contained in cones
dC such that dC & R has length at most 1&: for some :
noticeably greater than zero. This in turn gives us the result
we want. Now, to the specifics.
Let : be some small quantity greater than 0 to be deter-
mined later. We begin by showing that a substantial part
of the surface of R lies inside (1&:)Bn . To do so, we
first provide bounds on the volume of R & (1&:)Bn . We
know vol(R)=r#n . Also note that vol(Bn&(1&:)Bn)=
(1&(1&:)n)#n . So,
vol(R & (1&:)Bn)r#n&(1&(1&:)n)#n
=#n(r+(1&:)n&1)
#n(r&:n). (1)
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Also,
vol((1&:)Bn&R)(1&:)n #n&r#n
#n(1&:n&r). (2)
We now use the following isoperimetric inequality due to
Lova szs and Simonovits [9].
Fact 8 (Theorem 2.1 of [9]). Let T be a convex set in
Rn partitioned into two sets S and T&S by an (n&1)-dimen-
sional surface with surface area ((n&1)-dimensional volume)
a. Then,
a
1
diam(T )
min[vol(S), vol(T&S)],
where diam(T ) is the maximum distance between two points
in T.
We apply this inequality with T=(1&:)Bn , S=R &
(1&:)Bn , and the separating surface being R & T (the sur-
face of R inside T), to get (using Eq. (1) and (2)):
voln&1(R & (1&:)Bn)
 12#n min[r&:n, 1&:n&r]. (3)
We also need the following.
Claim 1. The integrated volume over all infinitesimal
cones of R that are contained in (1&:)Bn is at least
({n) voln&1(R & (1&:)Bn).
That is, the volume of the set of points x # R such that the
ray from the origin through x hits the surface of R while still
inside (1&:)Bn is at least the above quantity.
Proof of claim. Let \ be an infinitesimal patch of R
inside (1&:)Bn , with surface area dS. Let x be a point on
\ and let % be the angle between the tangent hyperplane H
to R and the hyperplane normal to x (treating x as a
vector). Then, dS cos % is the surface area of \ projected
onto the hyperplane normal to x. So, the volume of the cone
from the origin to \ is (dS cos %)(&x&n).
We were given (in the statement of the lemma) that R
contains a ball of radius { about the origin. Also, R is convex
which implies that all points on the far side of hyperplane H
from the origin are not in R. So, &x& cos %, which is the
closest distance of H to the origin, is at least {. Now com-
bining this with the results of the last paragraph we get that
the volume of the cone from the origin to \ is at least
dS({n). Integrating over all infinitesimal patches \ yields
the claim. K
To finish the proof of Lemma 7, we consider two cases.
Case 1. r 12 ; so the ‘‘min’’ in inequality (3) is r&:n.
For this case, we choose :=r2n. So, voln&1(R &
(1&:)Bn) 12#n(r2)=r#n4. Applying Claim 1 we have
that the volume of cones of R ending within (1&:)Bn is at
least ({4n) r#n . In other words, at least a {4n fraction of R
is inside such cones.
Now, each cone C that ends within (1&:)Bn has
length at most (1&:) which means that EC [&x&2]
(1&:)2 EBn[&x&
2]. Each cone C that does not end within
(1&:)Bn has EC[&x&2]EBn[&x&
2]. So, integrating over
all cones, we have
ER[&x&2]
{
4n
(1&:)2 EBn[&x&
2]+\1& {4n+ EBn[&x&2]
EBn[&x&
2] \1&{:2n+
{:2
4n +
EBn[&x&
2] \1&{:4n+
EBn[&x&
2] \1& {r8n2+ .
Case 2. r 12 ; here we set :=(1&r)2n. The proof is
similar to Case 1 and proceeds as follows. Using Eq. (3)
we have voln&1(R & (1&:)Bn)(1&r) #n4. Applying
Claim 1 we get that at least a fraction f =((1&r)r)({4n)
of R is inside cones of R ending within (1&:)Bn . So, we
get
ER[&x&2] f (1&:)2 EBn[&x&
2]+(1& f ) EBn[&x&
2]
EBn[&x&
2](1&2f:+ f:2)
EBn[&x&
2](1& f:)
EBn[&x&
2] \1&(1&r)
2 {
8n2r + .
So we have proved Lemma 7. K
Proof of Theorem 4. First, Lemmas 5 and 6 imply
that ER[(w } x)2]1(n+2) for the following reason.
By symmetry (all directions w # Virrel(R) have the same
value of ER[(w } x)2]) and the fact that V irrel(R) is an
(n&k)-dimensional space, we have ER[(w } x)2]=
1(n&k) ER[&irrel(x)&2]. This quantity by Lemma 6 is at
least 1(n&k) EBn[&irrel(x)&
2], which (by symmetry and
Lemma 5) equals 1(n+2).
Now, using &x&2=&rel(x)&2+&irrel(x)&2, we can apply
Lemmas 5 and 7 to get ER[&rel(x)&2]+ER[&irrel(x)&2]
EBn[&rel(x)&
2]+EBn[&irrel(x)&
2]2(n(n+2)). This implies
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ER[&rel(x)&2]
EBn[&rel(x)&
2]&
n2
n+2
(Lemma 6)
=
k
n+2
&
n2
n+2
. (by observation in Lemma 5).
Now, by definition of v (in particular, the fact that
ER[(v } x)2](1k) ER[&rel(x)&2]), we have ER[(v } x)2]
1(n+2)&n2(k(n+2)). The theorem follows. K
4. THE ALGORITHM
This section describes the learning algorithm. We assume
the target concept P is an intersection of l halfspaces in n
dimensions, such that Vrel(P) has dimension k. We want to
learn with error = and failure probability at most $.
With Section 3 on hand, the recursive algorithm is as
follows: We first use the procedure of Section 3 to find, with
probability at least 1&$4, a unit length vector u whose
irrelevant component is at most =1 (=1 will be specified later).
The algorithm then considers slices perpendicular to u. Each
slice is of the form
slice(m)=[x # Bn : m=1u } x(m+1)=1],
where m is an integer and =1 is the thickness of each slice. So,
there are 2=1 slices total. Call a slice ‘‘big’’ if its volume is at
least 112=1=#n . We will recursively PAC-learn each big slice to
error at most =6 and probability of failure at most $=(48n).
(We later show that this is a ‘‘k&1’’ problem.) We just
classify each small slice as negative. The final hypothesis
produced will in essence be a depth-k ‘‘linear-threshold
decision tree,’’ where a decision feeds an example into the
hypothesis for the appropriate slice. Before giving a more
detailed description of the algorithm, we prove some tech-
nical facts needed for the analysis of the algorithm.
Suppose the (unknown) positive region is
P=[x # Bn : ai } xaio for i=1, 2, ..., l],
where the ai’s are unit length vectors that span the k-dimen-
sional relevant space Vrel(P). Let u1 be the relevant compo-
nent of u. We may decompose ai into ai=*i u1+bi for some
real number *i and vector bi # Vrel(P) orthogonal to u1 . Let
ci=*iu+bi (replacing u1 with u) and let
P1=[x # Bn : ci } xaio for i=1, 2, ..., l].
For each integer m, let P1(m) be the intersection of P1
with the ‘‘outer’’ bounding hyperplane of slice(m). Specifi-
cally, for m0, P1(m) is the intersection of P1 with the
hyperplane [x: u } x=(m+1)=1], and for m&1, P1(m) is
the intersection of P1 with [x: u } x=m=1]. Using the defini-
tion of ci , we can equivalently write P1(m) as
P1(m)=[x # Bn : u } x=m^=1 and bi } xaio&*im^=1
for i=i, 2, ..., l]
(m^=m+1 if m0 and m^=m if m&1).
From this expression for P1(m), we can see that P1(m) is
an (n&1)-dimensional convex set with a ‘‘relevant space’’ of
dimension k&1, since b1 , b2 , ..., bl span only the (k&1)-
dimensional space of vectors in Vrel(P) orthogonal to u1 .
We want to assume that all examples that land in slice(m)
are labeled according to P1(m) so we can recurse on a rele-
vant space of one less dimension, but this will introduce
some errors which need to be analyzed; we first prove some
facts which will be useful for this analysis.
For x # Bn , define f (x) to be the projection of x onto the
smaller bounding plane of its slice. That is, if x=*u+ y,
with y perpendicular to u, then f (x)=W*=1X =1 u+ y if * is
nonnegative, and f (x)=w*=1x =1u+ y if * is negative. We
call an x # Bn ‘‘good’’ (or say x # GOOD) if it satisfies all of
the following:
(i) either x belongs to both P and P1 or x belongs to
neither.
(ii) either f (x) belongs to both P and P1 or it belongs
to neither.
(iii) f (x) belongs to Bn .
(iv) Either both x and f (x) belong to P or neither does.
In particular, for an example x from GOOD & slice(m),
its label according to P is the same as the label of f (x)
according to P1(m).
The algorithm will take each labeled example x in a big
slice slice(m), attach the same label to f (x) (if f (x) is in Bn)
and treat these as labeled examples for P1(m). Say that
x # Bn is ‘‘bad’’ (or x # BAD) if x  GOOD. We then have
the following.
Lemma 9. The volume of the bad set is at most
12l#n&1=1+#nn=113ln#n=1 .
Proof. We first observe that &ai&ci&2=1 since we
may assume |*i |<2. So for x # Bn , we have aix&2=1
ci xai x+2=1 and so the set of x that violates (i) is con-
tained in  li=1 [x # Bn : aio&2=1aixaio+2=1]; this has
volume at most 4l=1#n&1 , since &ai&=1 for all i. If x
violates (ii), then f (x) belongs to li=1 [x # Bn : aio&2=1
ai xaio+2=1] by the above. But &x& f (x)&=1 , so we
have that x belongs to the set li=1 [x # Bn : aio&2=1&=1
ai xaio+2=1+=1] whose volume is at most 6l=1#n&1. If
f (x) does not belong to Bn , then x belongs to [x: 1&=1
&x&1], a set of volume #n n=1 . If x violates (iv), then
note that x belongs to the set li=1 [x # Bn : aio&=1ai x
aio+=1] whose volume is at most 2l=1#n&1 . K
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We will define a slice to be ‘‘bad’’ if the volume of the bad
set intersected with the slice is at least
=3_(the volume of the slice),
where =3 will be specified later. Otherwise, the slice is
‘‘good’’.
We use E(k, n, =, $) to denote the number of examples the
algorithm will need, where k, n, =, and $ stand for the usual
quantities. Let us assume by induction that we have already
computed E(k&1, n&1, =6, $=(48n)), and abbreviate this
by N(k&1). We are now ready to describe the algorithm.
The Algorithm.
1. Find with probability at least 1&$4, a vector u with
irrelevant component at most =1 as described above.2
2. Declare all small slices to be all negative.
3. Pick (24=1=)[N(k & 1) + 4 log(8$=1)] labeled
examples from Bn .
4. If any big slice has less than N(k&1) examples in it,
halt and declare failure.
5. Otherwise, take the first N(k&1) examples that land
in each big slice, attach the same label to f (x) (as x) and
recursively learn the (n&1)-dimensional problem with
k&1 relevant directions with error at most =6 and failure
probability at most $=(48n).
The overall concept learned is: if x lies in a big slice, then it
is positive iff f (x) is positive according to the recursively
learned concept.
Lemma 10. In the above algorithm, the probability we
halt in step (4) is at most $4.
Proof. In a given big slice, the expected number of
examples we get is at least 2[N(k&1)+4 log(8=1 $)]. The
probability that we get less that half that many is at most
(by Chernoff bounds) e&2[N(k&1)+4 log(8=1$)]8=1$8. So,
the chance there is any such slice is at most $4.
We are now ready to specify =3 . We choose
=3=\ =24n+
1
N(k&1)
.
We call a good slice ‘‘corrupt’’ if at least one (among the
first N(k&1)) example in the slice lands in the bad region.
(Note that we do not know which slices are corrupt.
So corruptness is used only in the analysis, not by the
algorithm.)
The expected number of examples that land in the bad
region of a good slice is at most =3 times the number of
examples in the slice; so it is at most =24n. Thus by Markov
inequality, the probability that some example lands in the
bad region is at most =24n. Now noting that different good
slices being corrupted are independent events, we apply
Chernoff bounds to get that the probability there are more
than =(6n=1) corrupt slices is at most e&=(36n=1) which is at
most $4 for sufficiently small =1 . Since the volume of any
slice is at most #n&1=1n#n=1 , we have
Lemma 11. The probability that the total volume of
corrupt slices exceeds #n=6 is at most $4.
In the uncorrupted good slices, there is still a probability
$=48n that the recursively called algorithm wil fail. So, the
expected number of such slices (which we will call ‘‘failed
slices’’) is at most $=(24=1n). By Markov’s inequality, the
probability there are more than =(6=1n) failed slices is at
most $4. Again, since the volume of a slice is at most n#n=1
we have
Lemma 12. The probability that the total volume of
failed slices exceeds #n =6 is at most $4.
We have not specified the choice of =1 yet; now we do so.
It is chosen so that 13ln=1=3=6.
Confidence analysis. We want that the first vector u has
irrelevant component at most =1 , that all big slices get suf-
ficient examples, and that Lemmas 11 and 12 above hold.
Each fails with probability at most $4 so our total failure
probability is at most $.
Error analysis. In the worst case, our hypothesis is com-
pletely erroneous in the small, bad, corrupt, and failed
slices. In addition, there are errors in the remaining slices
from the recursive calls. The total error volume is therefore
at most:
v Small slices: total volume =#n6.
v Bad slices: Total volume 13ln#n=1=3=#n6.
v Corrupt slices: total volume =#n6.
v Failed slices: total volume =#n6.
v Remaining slices: Error=6 of volume. So total error
volume is at most =#n6.
Thus, the total error of the hypothesis produced is at most
5=6<=.
Number of examples needed. To find the first vector u to
error less than =1 requires O(=&41 } poly(n, l, 1=, log(1$))
examples. This quantity is O(N(k&1)4 } poly(n, l, 1=,
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log(1$)). The additional number of examples needed in
step (2) of the algorithm is O(N(k&1)2 } poly(n, l, 1=,
log(1$)). Thus, it is clear that since k is a constant, this will
be polynomial in the desired parameters, although it is
doubly exponential in k.
4.1. Noise
Our results hold even in the presence of random
classification noise, for any noise rate &<12. In the random
noise model, each example is misclassified with probability
& before it is given to the learner, and the learner is allowed
time polynomial in 1(1&2&). The reason that our algo-
rithm is robust to noise is that it is essentially a ‘‘statistical
query algorithm’’ in the sense of Kearns [6]. Specifically,
our algorithm makes use of the labels on examples in two
ways. The first is to estimate the center of gravity Ex # P[x].
The second is to estimate, for all unit vectors w, the value of
Ex # P[(x } w)2]. As mentioned in Section 3, this latter rask
reduces to estimating Ex # P[xixj] for all coordinate direc-
tions i and j. Thus, our use of examples is only to take simple
statistics, and the results of Kearns [6] can be used to show
that this implies noise tolerance (technically, to use those
results one must convert our expectations of real and vec-
tor-valued quantities into expectations of [0, 1]-valued
quantities, but this can be done easily since we are dealing
with a bounded region).
Another easy way to see that our algorithm is noise
tolerant is as follows. In the random noise model, when
the algorithm requests an example, with probability
(1&&) vol(P)#n it is given a positively labeled random
point in P, with probability &(1&vol(P)#n) it is given a
positively labeled point not in P, and with the remaining
probability is given a negatively labeled point. We can
rewrite the first two cases as: with probability
(1&2&) vol(P)#n it is given a positively labeled random
point in P; and with probability & it is given a positively
labeled random point in Bn . In other words, in the noise
model, the distribution on positive examples is just the
correct distribution corrupted by additional random points
in the unit ball. Because EBn[x]=0, EBn[xixj]=0 for i{ j,
and EBn[x
2
i ]=1(n+2), the contribution of the latter
points can be easily factored out.
Printed in Belgium
APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 1. Let y be the closest point to +R on
the boundary of R. Let {=&y&+R&. Since R is convex and
y is the closest point, there are no points in R on the
opposite side of the hyperplane H through y perpendicular
to the vector y&+R . It is a fact that in general if a point z
is not in a convex region RRn, then neither is the point
+R+n(+R&z) [3]. Thus, all points in R lie between the
hyperplane H and the hyperplane parallel to H through
+R+n(+R& y). These hyperplanes are separated by dis-
tance (n+1){, so the volume of R is at most (n+1) {#n&1
(n+1) {(2#n - n). Setting this to r#n yields the desired
inequality for {. K
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